
To meet its own needs and serve. its own purposes the FBI untied and tetied the knot 

without onceukaitting to doing that officially. 

In C31, the FBI Lab number, Commission Exhibit 395,it is more than obvious that the 

knot was retied for a special purpose. It was not done well. One intent was to make it 

appear that the nick from the scalpel was more toward the tie's center and more like a 

hole, which it wasn't. In the picture the FBI posed of the JFK clothing the unknotted tie 

is posed to make it appear that there is a hole in it. 

A friend of mine then of fairly high rank in the Pentagon, shocked by what this 
represent0s, had the C31 picture digitized for me on advance military equipment, as of 
that time advanced. This retied knot so poorly retied is enlarged t4ce, with some of the 
original brown color brought back on the color xerox from which these are xeroxed b & w. 

The the tie was ait at the knot is apparent. I see they were made from different govern-

ment prints I have. Each shows the partial recovery for me of both pattern and color. 

Of course the photographic prints are much sharper. 

Iptthe retied knots the nick has moved a bit from the visible cut, 
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